Documenting Your Individual and Family Memories Seminar

Your life story and those of your ancestors shape the lives of your children and succeeding generations. These precious memories need to be preserved. Inspirational and informative, Jeff Baker (MBA, MATS), owner of Sagis Legacy, has been interviewing and assisting seniors and families to document their life stories and family history for many years. He will provide practical ways to collect, prioritize, organize and preserve the life stories, photographs, family history and unique heirloom documents - sometimes a mass of information that can be daunting...

This 90 minute seminar presents a visual display with over 80 photographs, models and illustrations. It answers 6 baseline questions that revolve around the focus and scope of assembling one’s personal legacy and family history to produce a book for family members. You will gain greater confidence to begin or to continue preserving your memories and history.

“It is too bad that a requirement for living is not leaving a record of it.”
Lynda Rutledge Stephenson
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